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Abstract

As demand for grid and cloud computing solutions in-
creases, the need for user oriented software to provide ac-
cess to theses resources also increases. Until recently the
use of computing resources was limited to those with excep-
tional knowledge of the system design and configuration.
With the advent of grid middleware projects this started to
change allowing for new users not familiar with the complex
grid infrastructure and client software to use the systems
for their own research. The Cyberaide Gridshell demon-
strated this by developing a user friendly interface to sub-
mit jobs to a grid. Following this theme it is our objective
to create a tool that will take another step further by ab-
stracting the creation and configuration of the infrastruc-
ture and system software away from the end-user. This will
be achieved through the use of cloud resources provided by
VMware virtualization and deployment via a web interface.
We will show the benefits of deploying cyberinfrastructures,
like clusters and grids, on a cloud design by demonstrating
the ease of cyberinfrastructure deployment and the versatil-
ity of the systems that can be spawned on demand.

1 Introduction

Traditionally a cyberinfrastructure, e.g., a computational
Grid, has been a physical system consisting of routers and
switches to provide a transport layer for all network com-
munications between a network of common systems. The
systems were designed specifically as a set of homogeneous
machines that could all be easily maintained and updated so
that collective computations would be consistent through-
out the cluster. Progressively as hardware has evolved more
machines have been added to these initial networks making
the entire grid infrastructure a mash-up of a variety of dif-
ferent systems creating issues for developers since specific
machines are more capable of specific tasks. The complex-
ity introduced by the variety of hardware and software run-
ning within a single grid has developed in a large concern
that requires proficient network administrators for an entire
range of possible systems. Researchers must also deal with

configuring the middleware to use these machines and com-
municate through the assortment to complete their work. It
is our goal of this paper to address this issue by employ-
ing a cloud with virtualization to create a common platform
abstracted away from the hardware and software resources
and then to deploy cyberinfrastructure on the cloud. This
will allow for the end-user to specify the necessary resource
requirements and have them immediately deployed without
needing to understand the configuration and underlying in-
frastructure.

To demonstrate the capabilities of grid on cloud concept
this project has developed a tool to be used within the Cy-
beraide software package that will be capable of deploying
an individual workstation, a self-configuring cluster, and a
Grid infrastructure on-demand.

The advantages of building cyberinfrastructure on cloud
resources are the ability to easily construct specific comput-
ing resources, add and remove resources as demands change
and create snapshots to preserve the current state of system
progress. These features provide the researcher more flex-
ibility with computing resources with a minimal overhead
cost.

2 Background

In order to more accurately understand the information
presented in this paper it is important to have a firm grasp
of the technologies utilized to develop our project.

Cloud Computing. At the current stage, the Cloud com-
puting is still evolving and there exists no widely accepted
definition. Based on our experience, we propose an early
definition of Cloud computing as follows [1]: A computing
Cloud is a set of network enabled services, providing scal-
able, QoS guaranteed, normally personalized, inexpensive
computing infrastructures on demand, which could be ac-
cessed in a simple and pervasive way.

Cloud computing provides various non-trivial function-
alities, such as, Infrastructure as a Service, Software as a
Service and Data as a Service. The Cloud computing dis-
tinguishes itself from other computing paradigms, like Grid
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computing, Global computing, Internet computing in a va-
riety of different aspects such as user-centric interfaces, on-
demand service provisioning, QoS guarantees, automonous
system management, scalability and resource flexibility.

Cyberinfrastructure. Cyberinfrastructure was coined in
2003 by the National Science Foundation [2] to describe
the resources, tools and related services for science and en-
gineering research. It includes everything from supercom-
puters, high-capacity storage systems, and software suites
developed to used in conjunction with these resources such
as grid middleware. This project continues working towards
the objectives of the Office of Cyberinfrastructure with the
development of a tool that can be used to provide resources
to the scientist while hiding the “complexities and hetero-
geneity of contemporary cyberinfrastructure.” [3]

3 Related Research

In order to provide better clarity for our project we re-
searched several related projects to determine where short-
comings and benefits had been achieved.

This Grid Appliance [4] provides an example of exactly
the small, easily distributable virtual machines that will be
most efficiently utilized within our cloud environment. The
Grid Appliance is a self-configuring virtual machine that
has Condor middleware already installed allowing the ma-
chine to immediately come online into a Condor grid to
provide resources. Our project will similarly have preexist-
ing virtual machine templates containing grid middleware
installed along with any software specific for the comple-
tion of the job specified via the web service. This small
footprint will provide an excellent platform to allow the re-
source scheduler to manage and mitigate virtual machines
as it sees fit to optimize throughput.

The Nimbus [5] project provides the ability to convert
an existing cluster into an IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service)
cloud to share the resources externally. It utilizes the virtu-
alization of Xen hypervisor to provide a virtual platform for
clients to setup and lease remote resources. This project de-
velops the cloud but is currently limited by the utilization
of the resources provided. Scientist using the Nimbus will
also have to be familiar with the Globus Toolkit and Globus
Workspace Service. Cyberaide Creative creates a virtual
cluster on top of a cloud provided by VMware ESXi server
that doesn’t require an existing cluster infrastructure. This
allows the researcher more flexibility the number of actual
machines and network hardware.

Eucalyptus (Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for
Linking Your Programs To Useful Systems) [6] project has
been developed as an open-source software infrastructure
aimed at providing an web service based cloud computing
environment. It was designed as a development platform for

other clouds such as the Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute
(EC2) [7]. The cloud developed by Eucalpytus on Ama-
zon’s EC2 creates a cluster of virtual machines without any
initial middleware pre-configured leaving this task up to the
researcher. We realize that the installation and configura-
tion of grid middleware is a daunting task even for an ex-
perienced system administrator and therefore integrate the
creation of virtual machines with the configuration of the
middleware software package making the cluster more ac-
cessible to novice users.

Above solutions can provide virtual machine resources
from Clouds on demand. Compared with them, our unique
contribution lies in that we propose a new cloud comput-
ing paradigm: on demand provision of cyberinfrastructure
on Clouds and on-demand access the provided cyberinfras-
tructure. We design and implement an lightweight middle-
ware, Cyberaide creative, a part of Cyberaide project [8],
which can combine the functionalities of cyberinfrastruc-
ture creation, configuration, management and access in an
integrated solution.

4 Cyberaide: A Light Weight Middleware
for Production Grid

As introduced in the first section, there are a lot of sce-
narios where an advanced cyberinfrastructure is needed, but
it might be difficult to use one. A possible solution to this
dilemma is provided by Cyberaide. Several tools have been
developed under the Cyberaide logo; well-known examples
are Cyberaide toolkit and Cyberaide Shell. Consecutively
Cyberaide toolkit’s architecture will be shortly introduced
and explained. Cyberaide enjoys the following essential
features:

• Ease of use: make the JavaScript based API and inter-
faces useful for Grid and Web developers.

• Low installation footprint: support fast downloads as
well as an easy maintenance through a small manage-
able code base.

• Security: gain access to Grid resources in order to
avoid compromising the system. This is especially im-
portant due to known limitations of JavaScript.

• Basic Grid functionality: is provided for developers to
create Grid-based client applications.

• Advanced functionality: is offered as many developers
do not want to replicate functionality provided by other
Grid middleware and upperware.

The framework is designed in layers and comprised of
different components. (see also Fig. 1). A web client that
provides access to Grid functionality and components that
can be deployed in a web server are provided. A service
called “mediator service” mediates tasks to the Grid and
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basically is a secure server that provides most of the func-
tionalities in regard to the Grid.

Figure 1. System Architecture

• Web client: provides elementary functionality to ac-
cess the Grid through a portal user interface.

• Server: contains two logical parts:

– Agent service: is the intermediate service be-
tween Web client and mediator service; works as
proxy for users to interact with the mediator ser-
vice.

– Mediator Service: is the bridge between the Grid
and the client library. The mediator service offers
different functionalities and contains the applica-
tion logic.

Because of the separation between the service and the
client the development of Cyberaide shell was possible. this
is a system shell that facilitates the use of cyberinfrastruc-
tures. It contains four high level design components: object
management, cyberinfrastructure backends, command line
interpreters, and services (see Fig. 2).

5 Cyberaide Creative Paradigm

The paradigm presented using Cyberaide Creative is an
on-demand resource allocation system. This creates an en-
vironment where resources can be optimally utilized as de-
mands request them. The Cyberaide Creative system is used
as a tool for acquisition of the production grid running either
Condor or Globus ToolKit and Cyberaide Gridshell is the
operating interface to the grid. The benefits of this paradigm
are the ability to outsource resources for less cost than to
maintain a complete internal system for peak resource con-
sumption.

Figure 3 shows the computing paradigm of Cyberaide
Creative:

Figure 2. High level design of Cyberaide Shell

Figure 3. Cyberaide Creative Paradigm

1. Users send requirement to Cyberaide creative to de-
mand cyberinfrastructures from Clouds, for example,
a condor cluster, or a computational Grid with Globus
Toolkit as a middleware.

2. Cyberaide creative then construct a cyberinfrastructure
for users, which is pre-installed some Grid middle-
ware, like condor, Globus and Cyberaide shell.

3. Users then on demand access the cyberinfrastructure
with aides of cyberaide shell.

6 Cyberaide Creative Use Case

As previously described the entire virtual data center will
be developed on the VMware ESX 3i package as a platform
for allocation of resources. The virtual platform will be uti-
lized as a resource pool for dynamic creation of virtual ma-
chines for the on demand creation of grid networks to be
used for specific jobs submitted to the web service.

Request Cyberaide Shell Access Interface Use Case.
Working within the Cyberaide Framework, Cyberaide Cre-
ative will be capable of launching a virtual machine pre-
configured to the client’s specifications from a web interface
to provide access to a pre-existing cluster (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Gridshell creation use case

1. The scientist has a pre-existing computing cluster and
requires a simple job submission interface. The scien-
tist proceeds to connect to the on-demand web inter-
face to specify the location and access configurations
to the cluster.

2. The web service obtains the necessary configurations
from the scientist and then requests a Cyberaide Grid-
shell virtual machine from the ESXi server.

3. The ESXi server creates a new Cyberaide Gridshell
virtual machine and passes along the configurations.

4. The Cyberaide Gridshell virtual machine allows for re-
mote connections to be made from the scientist to han-
dle job submissions.

5. The Cyberaide Gridshell handles all coordination to
the various computing clusters simplifying the end-
user interface .

Request Single Virtual Machine Workstation. An addi-
tional use case demonstrates a simple single user worksta-
tion virtual machine (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Workstation creation use case

1. The scientist requires a new workstation for a spe-
cific task that would burden the resources of the lo-
cal machine. Therefore the scientist logs onto the on-
demand web interface and selects the specifications of
the workstation required.

2. The web service uses these specifications to instantiate
a workstation on the ESXi server.

3. The ESXi server launches the virtual machine image
returning the IP address and login information to the
web service.

4. The web service identifies the location of the newly
created workstation to the scientist, allowing the sci-
entist to directly login into the new virtual machine.

Request Cluster Use Case. Another common functional-
ity for the on-demand system will be to generate a cluster
based on the needs of the scientist. The following use case
demonstrates the regular operation of the entire system (Fig.
6).

Figure 6. Cluster creation use case

1. The scientist recognizes that the project requires a sig-
nificant amount of resources to complete in a timely
manner. The scientist proceeds to log onto the on-
demand web interface and specify the job and required
resources.

2. The web service uses these job requirements to deter-
mine the allocation of available resources. Then con-
tacting the ESXi server and virtual machine repository.

3. The ESXi server obtains the appropriate virtual ma-
chine image.

4. The ESXi server then instantiates the cluster on the
cloud identifying a cluster controller for the scientist
to interface with.

5. The host controller will be created with a Cyberaide
Gridshell and will be exposed directly to the scientist.

7 Cyberaide Creative Design and Implemen-
tation

To develop this tool to create on-demand cyberinfras-
tructure we used several technologies to increase accessi-
bility and flexibility of the system. The three main compo-
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Figure 7. System components

nents of the Cyberaide Creative project are the web inter-
face, VMware ESXi server and the virtual machine reposi-
tory (Fig. 7).

Design. The web interface is used to provide easy access
to deploying resources on the cloud. The web interface is
currently developed using web service technology to allow
for simple, interoperable platform. The ability to connect
different systems to web service makes creating user inter-
faces and integrated into the Cyberaide software package an
easy job for any administrator. The backend of the web ser-
vice interface is Virtual Infrastructure Java API [9] used to
connect to the VMware web service via HTTP protocol that
is capable of passing through firewalls and other security
measures with minimal modifications. The only configura-
tion required for the web interface to connect to the ESXi
server is to specify the server’s URL, administrator user-
name and password. This allows for easy re-configuration
of the web interface if new ESXi server becomes available.

The next system component is the VMware ESXi server
that is used to provide the cloud resources. It provides a
scalable platform to create cyberinfrastructure. Currently
our installation of ESXi server handles storage of virtual
machine images along with the administration controls over
the virtual machine instantiations. It is possible to link sev-
eral of the ESXi servers together to create a larger pool of
resources to be used with Cyberaide Creative. The ESXi
server handles all of the downloading and configuring of
the virtual machine instantiation via commands issued by
the web interface.

The communication between the web service and ESXi
server is maintained by a Common Information Model
(CIM) [10]. CIM is a standard developed by Distributed
Management Task Force(DMTF) to provide a method to de-
fine managed elements within the IT environment and set
relationships between the objects. CIM is a combination
of specifications and schema that make the integration of
components from different providers easier. The schema
defines the objects in a common XML based format much
like WSDL documents for web services and the specifica-
tions defines the usage of these objects within the commu-

nication. We have included this type of protocol between
the web service interface and the ESXi server because it
will allow us to easily change the backend server to another
solution such as Xen or VirtualBox.

The final component within the Cyberaide Creative sys-
tem is the NFS virtual machine repository. This is optional
within our current configuration but an absolute require-
ment as system demand increases. The purpose of the vir-
tual machine repository is to provide a database that will
store virtual machine images that can be updated and de-
ployed by the researcher. Being an NFS disk attached to the
ESXi server allows the storage size to change and move as
updates are done to the entire system.

The virtual machine repository has been developed to
store and manage the open virtual format (OVF) [11]. The
OVF is a open standard within the industry that was de-
veloped to provide a common configuration that can be ac-
cepted by a variety of hypervisors. This allows the reposi-
tory to be used with any assortment of virtual platform so-
lutions such as Xen, VMware, and VirtualBox. This con-
tributes the usability for scientists by relieving any restraints
on specific platforms and makes future upgrades feasible.

The flexibility within the system is maintained with the
distributed nature of the web service interface, VMware
ESXi server and the virtual machine image repository. By
separating these three components it allows for a highly up-
gradeable and adaptable system capable of being run a vari-
ety of configurations regardless of the component network
domain, geographical location, or infrastructure.

Implementation. The Cyberaide Creative implementa-
tion uses Java framework to allow for platform operabil-
ity and simple integration into the existing Cyberaide soft-
ware package. This also provides a wide variety of devel-
oped packaged to interface to the ESXi server and the NFS.
The web service is currently developed as a weblet within
Apache Tomcat server and incorporates both the Virtual In-
frastructure (VI) API and Yet Another Network Filesystem
(YANFS) to provide connectivity to the other components
within the system. Currently the entire tool has been de-
veloped within the Netbeans IDE to minimize web service
configuration and integration to an HTTP server but in fu-
ture work we will use an embedded HTTP server such as
Jetty.

The ESXi server has a web service interface with de-
fault installation that allows for the VI API easily connect
to and issue commands such has power on, power off, cre-
ate virtual machine and delete virtual machine. The only
change made to the default installation of the ESXi server
was to include access to the virtual machine repository. The
YANFS package is used to view, upload, and delete virtual
machine images within the virtual machine repository. The
web service combined with these two packages allows the
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Cyberaide Creative to create an interface that provides all
of the features a user would need inorder to setup, config-
ure and maintain a virtual grid infrastructure.

The virtual machine repository is implemented as a NFS
server that has been deployed on a default Linux Ubuntu in-
stallation with a local area network connection to the ESXi
server. We realize that to utilize this as a high performance
computing system it is necessary to upgrade this connection
in the future to increase system performance.

The GridAppliance was used as our virtual machine
demonstration. It was capable of creating a private pool
of nodes via Condor middleware. With Condor properly
configured on the virtual cluster we then configured a Cy-
beraide Shell for access returned the login information to
the Cyberaide Shell.

8 Cyberaide Creative Performance Evalua-
tion and Discussion

To demonstrate the capabilities provided by Cyberaide
Creative we have run some analysis of the performance of
the system. These performance aspects include the over-
head created by virtualization and the overhead introduced
instantiating virtual machines via web services.

Virtualization Overhead. One of the primary concerns
for clouding computing within the high performance com-
puting industry is the amount of overhead created by the hy-
pervisor abstracting the hardware away from the software.
We realize this and felt it is necessary to demonstrate with
a comparison of two systems the amount of overhead lost.

The system utilized to determine the impact of the over-
head created was the same machine used throughout devel-
opment of the Cyberaide Creative. The specifications of the
system are 2x 2 GHz Dual Core AMD processors with 8
gigabytes of RAM and 4 250 gigabyte IDE hard drives.

To complete the analysis of the overhead introduced by
the ESXi server we utilized the Pelican HPC [12] to load
the Debian based system via a USB drive and launch vir-
tual clusters. The USB drive was configured to load all
the necessary operating system components into the RAM
without modifying any of the existing hard drive data, this
allowed us to quickly test the virtualization overhead intro-
duced. The virtual clusters were created using a single node
as the head node with an additional 2, 4 or 8 compute nodes
respectively. The Pelican HPC is specifically designed for
this type of deployment and network boot capability lends
itself well to starting the compute nodes.

The results (Fig. 8 and 9) show an expected decrease of
approximately 20% decrease in performance from the same
host machine running the Pelican HPC natively. This can
be attributed to the ESXi server needing to properly emu-
late the underlying hardware and provide features such as
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Figure 9. Web service overhead

snapshot and migration. Additionally it is obvious from the
chart to see that with the creation of a larger cluster on our
limited resources the management and message passing be-
tween compute clusters consumes a considerable portion of
the resources without any added benefits to the system.

Web Service Implementation Overhead. To determine
the web service’s impact on virtual machine instantiation
(power on and power off) we compared the time taken to
start a virtual machine using our web service interface and
a the ESXi server’s local command line interface. To accu-
rately measure the duration taken to instantiate a virtual ma-
chine from the web service we integrated a timer within the
web service. The timer is first started when a command to
start a virtual machine is made and then the timer is stopped
upon the detection of the IP address, showing that the vir-
tual machine is available for use. Inorder to detect the IP
address of the virtual machine the ESXi server is contin-
ually polled requesting the information about the specified
virtual machine. The virtual machine used for this compar-
ison is the Grid Appliance virtual machine which would be
a common virtual machine run to create a grid.
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The graph presented shows the overhead produced by the
web service interface in launching virtual machines. As you
can see the web service adds a minimal increase the overall
time necessary to start a virtual machine.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Through the use of current technologies, grid comput-
ing and virtualization, a new computing type has emerged
as virtualized utility computing. The techniques presented
within this paper have demonstrated the integration of these
technologies to create an on demand cyberinfrastructure ca-
pable of providing resources for specific computing tasks.
We feel the grid on cloud design has a great potential to
serve as a platform for future developments for researchers
and that this paper should only be seen as an introduction to
its capabilities.
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